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This paper describes the four major work in agriculture field which is done by a robot without giving any
human support. For designing automatic system we provide proper tracking through the white line
following robot concept in which the robot distinguishes white and black or dark surface and follows only
white track. With reference to this concept we are going to implement a white line on a farm where
actually we need to work & remaining surface is treated as a black surface due to the brownish color of
soil. We also provide delay to robot at equal distance to do the agriculture work like pesticide spraying,
water supplying, plugging, dropping of seed, accurately and automatically & the solar plant provides the
supply source to whole robot which makes it echo-friendly. Through this we are going to integrate the
different application of agriculture field which not happened in previous technologies and research.
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INTRODUCTION
Automation is a illumination of human afford from the working
field. From last two decade the industrial automation is growing
very rapidly. But the automation concept in agriculture is not
developed as much. Automation in agriculture is very necessary
because of firstly by the year 2042, the world population is
projected to increase to 9 billion souls. There will be a huge
challenge in providing abundant high quality, affordable, safe and
nutritious foods for such population, especially in light of the trend
to use arable land for bio-fuel production. Secondly with tradition
method of agriculture some drawbacks like wastage of seed,
improper spraying of pesticide on crop so soil standard get
degrades also food become harmful to human body, if The major
problem of water which is facing by each nation, especially India,
Brazil, China and South Asian countries is only due to the
improper use of water and water management deficiency. In order
to overcome all the above drawbacks of tradition agriculture and to
become the agriculture field modern , hi-tech and fastest growing ,
we made a robot which will perform pesticide spraying , water
supplying , plugging , dropping of seed , accurately and
automatically, and the solar plant provide the supply source to
whole robot which makes it echo-friendly. Through this we are
going to integrate the different application of agricultural works
which is not done in before researches and technologies in
agriculture field.

System Design

As we know every agriculture cropping is done in a row wise
manner as shown in the figure 1.0 for that we also mark white

track in same row wise manner. While the robot still running
on a white track we will give the delay after equal interval of
time. At that equal interval of time the robot stop and do the
operation of  1) Pesticide spraying 2) Dropping the seed’s 3)
Ploughing 4) Providing water to crop
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Fig 1 Fruit crop orientation in rows

Fig2 Structure of farm after implementation of white track.
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Block Diagram

Tracking System

Capturing of whole farm is done using white line follower
robot [3].

What is white line follower robot?-

Sensor circuit consists of one transmitter and one receiver. For
transmission purpose the IR LED is used which reflect its light
on either white line or soil.

The white surface is good reflector of light so more light will
fall on the photo diode. So photo diode output voltage will
more than the soil surface because of bad reflection of soil
color.

Comparator is a simple LM358 IC which compares the white
line output voltage and soil color output voltage with reference
voltage.  So the reference voltage is set in such a manner that it

will be greater than soil color voltage and less than white line
voltage .because its output will be like following equation.

1. V ref > V soil voltage = `0`
2. V ref < V white line = `1`

The output of the comparator will give to the microcontroller
(89c51) which will take the controlled action according to
output of comparator. Microcontroller takes action which can
be explained in three different conditions.

When Robot Is On White Track: At this condition both the
Motors’s ON.  Due to both motors in ON condition, the robot
will follow the straight white line path.

White line bend to Right Side: In this situation the left sensor
detects the soil color voltage, still the right sensor is on White
track. To take the right turns the right motor gets OFF. And the
left motor still ON condition, which force the robot to move in
a right direction, once it moves in right direction robot finds the
white track and the right motor get ON. And the normal
operation will continue.

White Line Bend to Left Side: In this situation the right sensor
detects the soil color voltage, still the left sensor is on White
track. To take the left turns the left motor gets OFF. And the
right motor still ON condition, which force the robot to move
in a left direction, once it moves in left direction robot finds the
white track and the left motor get ON. And the normal
operation will continue. After tracking concept we will move
on the functioning and application of the robot, while the robot
is on white track we are going to provide the delay time to the
robot for the purpose of providing the function in the farm at
equal distance.

Working of Robot

Spraying of Pesticide : The pesticide liquid which is contain by
a tank is came through the rubber pipe to the tip of DC motor ,
at that shaft of motor a fan blade is attach , which revolves at
the delay time of robot or on front of crop. Due to revolution
the liquid get spray on crop. The standard level is maintained
by how much time delay we provide to the robot or the time in
which the robot stands in front of crop. E.g. If a tomato crop

Fig. 3 Block diagram for Robot

Fig. 4 White line follower robot

Fig 5 IR LED Functioning
Fig 5 Movement of Robot based on white line
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the Endosulphan pesticide level is of 50ml. and robot delay
time is of 2sec in which it spraying 25ml. then increase the
delay time by 2 sec again so the standard level of pesticide get
maintain.

Dropping of Seed’s: The dropping of seed is done using the
stepper motor mechanism. For that we are using the special
mechanical head at the shaft of stepper motor.

The point on the farm where we want to dropping the seed is
come, the stepper motor moves in a clockwise direction [1].
due to clockwise step angle change by stepper motor the tip of
stationary as well as rotator container get match , due to
matching of this tip`s the seed`s get path to dropped in the farm
.after very small  delay of time the stepper motor moves in
anticlockwise direction with same angle  and the tips get close.
In this way the controlling action of motor takes place at equal
distance of farm, and also it dropped quantities seed`s on the
farm.

Water Supply: This application is very important in the sense
of best water management to crop. The rubber pipe which
carrying the water from tank is fed to the tip of fan which is
attach to the DC motor. As the motor revolves the sprinkling of
water is takes place in front of crop only.  According to delay
time we can decide the actual level of water which is required
for crop. It provides the water to the crop in sufficient and
accurate manner so the wastage of water will be minimize. It
also overcome the requirement of sprinkle and drip irrigation
system, and become less costly and easy construction.

Ploughing: This application is very easily archived by
attaching the rotavator at the back side of the robot. For this
application we require to give good mechanical strength to the
robot, because it is quit heavy and when it is place on soil for
ploughing purpose, it required extra force to move forward.
This is the initial operation in the farm. Only this application
required no delay time. Once it place on the farm it
continuously track the white line on the farm and do ploughing
through the rotavator.

Power Supply:  To becoming system echo friendly and
beneficial for farmer we are going to provide the solar panel as
a source power to the operation of whole process. Echo
friendly in the sense of it doesn’t required any fuel and source
for operation, it saves electricity and fuel. Minimum pollution
as well as saves the convention power.  Due to open space of
farming field it will easily available, exception is the cloudy
environment in rainy session .The solar energy is non
conventional source of energy so we can makes system life
longer.

CONCLUSION

From this project we conclude that without giving human
support system performs the main agricultural work
automatically. Tracking system provides free to move in a
necessary path only. It is useful only for fruit cropping system.
The system is failed in rice agriculture production because the

Fig 6 Spraying of Pesticide

Fig.7 Dropping of Seeds

Fig 8 Water Supply Mechanism

Fig 9 Future Model OF Agriculture Robot
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white track is impossible for implementation. Spraying of
pesticide mechanism   avoids direct contact between farmer
and poison pesticide liquid also maintains standard level of
pesticide which improves the fruit quality and soil standard.
Water supply system provides accurate water to particular crop
and saves the wastage of water which is spoil in other
traditional method. Overall we can say that system is fully
automated which saves money and time also improves the
quality of production and also it will be create green evolution
if implement properly in every farm.
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Interesting Internet Links to Mobile Robots

Homepages with mainly wheeled mobile robots

1. http://www.Agriculture Robot with arm.html
2. http://www.white line following robot.html
3. http://www.sensor based robot.html
4. http://www.mobile tacking robot.html
5. http://www.indian agriculture farm and work.html
6. http://www.pictiside and water management in India

.html
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